HO TRAM! A NIGHT OF MAGIC AND STARS
Ho Tram, Vietnam, 22 July 2017: The Grand Ho Tram Strip today officially unveiled its new,
Las Vegas-inspired fountain show, set to dazzle guests from near and far as it dances to the
hits of the day.
Launching nightly from 6pm to 9pm, the “Fountains of Ho Tram” are able to project water
over 25 meters into the air from its 120 jets, synchronized with a full spectrum LGP LED light
show.
Pre-loaded with the latest playlists, the fountain area will also regularly be used as a stage
for live performances for famous singers, whose shows will light up as they perform before a
six-storey water spectacular. The grand opening featured live performances from charttopping pop star Son Tung M-TP and the original Vietnam Idol Phuong Vy.
The two superstars, flanked by a symphony of dancing lights and bouncing aqua, had their
performances paired with an unforgettable dinner from The Grand’s recently renovated Khói
BBQ restaurant.
“The “Fountains of Ho Tram” is the latest investment The Grand has made into entertaining
our guests,” said Mr. Michael Kelly, Executive Chairman of The Grand Ho Tram Strip. “The
Fountains of Ho Tram have come during a time of incredible growth for The Grand and will
be a sight to be enjoyed by all.”
The 541-room Grand, which is owned and operated by the Ho Tram Project Company (a
wholly owned subsidiary of Asian Coast Development Ltd), is the first phase of the Ho Tram
Strip, Vietnam’s leading tourism and entertainment destination. In the midst of a flurry of
announcements at present, the Strip’s second hotel – The Beach Club – is presently on level
15 and set to top out in around 60 days, ahead of a 2018 opening. The new resort will add
559 rooms to the site. The next phase of the project’s development, the condotel and villa
development Kahuna, was announced a little over a month ago, and was followed promptly
by yet another investment by the company into its own power station.
The Grand Ho Tram Strip, which has entertainment at its core, also houses Vietnam's first
international standard casino, which previously hosted the table gaming pilot program for
international guests, and recently became the first applicant to host local Vietnamese
players, following the March 2017 announcement that local gaming would become legal in
future.
“It's an incredible time to be a part of the Ho Tram Strip,” said Mr. Kelly. “We have over
US$1.1 billion in deployed capital here, and every day brings a new wave of excitement. We
cannot wait to showcase the Fountains of Ho Tram to our guests from around the world.”
-EndsAbout The Grand Ho Tram Strip
Just a two-hour drive from the nation’s largest metropolitan city, Ho Chi Minh City, The
Grand Ho Tram Strip is the first of a group of integrated resorts and residential

developments located on more than 164 hectares of land along 2.2 kilometers of pristine
beach in Ho Tram, Vietnam.
The resort opened its doors in July 2013 and includes the Grand, a 541 room five-star hotel,
a world-class entertainment facility, eleven food and beverage venues, high-tech meeting
spaces including a 1,800 person capacity Grand Ballroom, Putt-Putt miniature golf, 3D
cinema, game center, karaoke rooms and a variety of beach-front recreation activities.
Its second hotel - The Beach Club - is under construction at present and will add 559 more
rooms to the resort, bringing the total room count to 1,100, along with additional leisure
amenities including a waterpark, and 2,000-person amphitheater.
The Grand Ho Tram Strip is the most awarded resort in Vietnam. Its awards include Luxury
Hotel and Spa of the Year by Luxury Travel Guide Awards, UK; and Best Luxury Hotel
Vietnam by Business Destination UK; World Luxury Hotel Award; “Vietnam’s Best Golf
Hotel” by World Golf Awards; Luxury Golf Hotel by Luxury Travel Guide Awards.
Its adjacent golf course – The Bluffs Ho Tram Strip - was designed by Greg Norman and
opened in 2014, and has gone on to win countless awards, including becoming the first
course in Vietnam to ever make Golf Digest’s Top 100 list for courses around the world.
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